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Umberto Eco's The Name of the Rose is a brilliant mystery set in a fictitious medieval monastery.
The text is rich with literary, historical, and theoretical references that make it eminently re-
readable. The Key makes each reading fuller and more meaningful by helping the interested
reader not merely to read but also to understand Eco's masterful work. Inspired by pleas from
friends and strangers, the authors, each trained in Classics, undertook to translate and explain
the Latin phrases that pepper the story. They have produced an approachable, informative guide
to the book and its setting--the middle ages. The Key includes an introduction to the book, the
middle ages, Umberto Eco, and philosophical and literary theories; a useful chronology; and
reference notes to historical people and events. The clear explanations of the historical setting
and players will be useful to anyone interested in a general introduction to medieval
history.Adele J. Haft is Associate Professor of Classics, Hunter College, City University of New
York. Jane G. White is chair of the Department of Languages, Dwight Englewood School. Robert
J. White is Professor of Classics and Oriental Studies, Hunter College, City University of New
York.

Book DescriptionChanneling Goethe with one of literary criticism’s most imaginative and
inimitable mediumsOne of the most influential of Goethe's works is one he didn't write but
dictated to a young companion. Four years after his death at the age of eighty-three, the great
poet spoke again from beyond the grave in Conversations with Eckermann, Johann Peter
Eckermann's account of his time with Goethe in the last years of his life. Proclaimed by
Nietzsche to be “the best German book,” Conversations with Eckermann contains Goethe's last
thoughts about art, poetry, politics, religion, and a host of other highly invested areas of concern
for the fate of German letters and philosophy.In Dictations, Goethe is seen as the undead core of
German literary and theoretical production, the basis of a poignant code of symptoms that Avital
Ronell tracks and traces. Eckermann, for Ronell, emerges as the hero of haunted writing, the
toxically depleted head of the class of Goethe scholars.About the AuthorAvital Ronell is a
professor of German, comparative literature, and English at New York University, where she
directs the Research in Trauma & Violence project. She is author of The Test Drive and many
other books.
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Phred, “The needed annotation that Professor Eco may not have wanted you to have. The Name
of the Rose was the book that introduced the most people to Umberto Eco then better known as
a semiotician. This book was my introduction to Eco, and made of me a devoted reader. Even so
it read like the work of a professor frustrated by the disinterest of his students and attempting to
use well-written fiction to teach recalcitrant students. For non students of the various sects and
heresies of the Catholic Church in the dark ages much of the mystery to be solved in this book is
tied to Latin quotes obscure scholars and matters generally more esoteric than "whodunit".The
Key to the Name of the Rose is the book that will guide the curious reader through the more
curious contents of Eco book. Ideally Name of the Rose will be reissued with the Key includedto
make an annotated single purchase. This new publication is only likely if: first there remains
enough sales for this 1980 book to financially justify a more expensive new edition and second if
the original author decides to make it easy for his now international readership. Professor Eco is
probably mellowed over these many years but I suspect his original preference was for you to do
your own research.Bottom line is if you want to know the translations and the academic
obscuria, and you want to know it now you're not going to get a better set of annotation than that
provided by The Key to the Name of the Rose. If you're the kind who likes to reread a good
mystery novel, you'll definitely want The Key ready to hand. If you have not yet read the novel
and you are a detailed reader you will definitely want The Key.”

Gene Rhea Tucker, “This is a good handbook, useful to read alongside Eco. This is a good
handbook, useful to read alongside Eco's "The Name of the Rose." Some reviewers seem to
think it is supposed to be a commentary on that work, but it is not, it is a "key." There is a short
intro on Eco and his semiotic theories, then a brief chronology of the ages in question. This is
followed by a sort of encyclopedia of persons, books, and terms referenced in the book. Want to
know who the Bogomils are after they are mentioned the third time? Look it up. Who is the
Dolcino they keep talking about? Look it up. Why does everyone hate Pope John? Look it up.
Very useful for the personages I did not know. The next chapter is the most useful, containing
translations, and in many cases, expositions, of all the non-English passages in the book, of
which there are several. Many of the Latin phrases I have come across before or I could half
make out, thanks to maps, cognates, and theology class, but several words are inscrutable, and
this helped immensely. But then I wonder, presumably Adso and William and everyone else are
speaking Latin to one another, why would Eco, or his "cutout" translators, keep certain bits
untranslated. Perhaps Eco, Mr. Reader-Response who thinks the author is dead, wants to show
us how erudite and learned he is? The postscript was fine, but a bit of a letdown. Finally, there
is a useful set of bibliographies at the end.A useful "key," not a commentary, not a set of essays
"On..."  I only wish someone would author a similar "key" to "Foucault's Pendulum."”



R. Hardway, “Indispensable Insight into the Name of the Rose. This slim volume is indispensable
for a complete appreciation of one of literature's most remarkable novels. Superficially, Eco
wrote a murder mystery, but contained within that mystery is an extensive set of references to
western civilization that puts the appearance of nearly every character into a completely different
setting rather than the immediate identification of monastery librarian, monastery herbalist, and
so on through most of the residents of and visitors to this remote imaginary abbey. The Key to
the Rose takes most of the in depth searching which adds life to the Latin quotes, the obscure
historical and religious references, and puts them instantly to hand. The authors are
accomplished language and cultural scholars from East Coast Universities and I am convinced
that they had the best time ever putting this volume together. Probably another volume could be
assembled from the times they have slammed a hand on the table and muttered "damn, I wish I
had thought to mention that!" The Key to the Rose is a highly informative and entertaining
volume of scholarship and I recommend it with enthusiasm.”

Douglas S. Wood, “A Handy Guide and More. The Key to the Name of the Rose includes
annotated translations of all the Latin that Eco included in his text . The Key also provides a brief
chapter on the interaction among semiotics, detective mysteries, and medieval thought and a
brief chronology of the Middle Ages. The pearl, however, is the chapter of historical annotations
including brief descriptions of the saints, heretics, mythological allusions, and a multitude of
medieval figures, both the important and the insignificant. The authors provide just the right
amount of information for most readers; a paragraph or two on most. The book's central
historical figures, Michael of Cesena, Ubetino of Casale, and Bernard Gui are all there, but so
are many others. Peter Abelard, Bernard of Clairvaux, and Prester John each merit an entry.I still
don't understand why Eco wouldn't provide translations at the bottom of the page. In the recent
translation by Richard Pevear and Larissa Volokhonsky of 
  
War and Peace (Vintage Classics)

  
  
, the hundreds of French passages were included as in the original text, but translated at the
bottom of the page without harm to the reader's appreciation that French was the language of
the noble class. However, if he had, then perhaps this exceptional little guide would never have



been published.I wish I'd had this guide before I read 
  
The Name of the Rose

  
  
    , but it is worthwhile in its own right and an encouragement to re-read Eco's mystery.”

Brenda W., “The Cherry on Top of an Already Well Iced cake!. (Written by Brenda W's husband
who rarely reads fiction but is a great fan of 'The Name of the Rose.) I actually viewed the video
of the first film before I bought and read Eco's book back in the late 1980's. Recently there was a
television drama adaptation (2019) which shed some doubts in my mind as to whether it didn't
wander away from Eco's story on a number of occasions? I certainly didn't like their
interpretation very much. So I dug out the original novel and read it again. I was right and the
2019 TV adaptation was sometimes wide off the mark and probably aimed more at the lowest
denominator who probably would have given it a miss anyway!My Knowledge of the later
Middle Ages is slight and any Latin that I have picked up over the years is rather sub G.C.E. O
Level. Likewise I am aware of heretical Christian sects but not to any great depth. There was
enough in Eco's book that I just had to accept and move on without having much clue what it
was about. Reading up on the Internet pointed me in the direction of 'The Key to "The Name of
the Rose" '. It is a bit pricey but for the cost of a cheap night out with a guest, it more than made
up for the outlay. No padding anywhere, just facts, facts, and more facts. I was certainly in my
element as the more foggy passages began to lift.This book is divided into an number of
sections as follows which can be seen by activating the 'Look Inside'Umberto Eco, Semiotics
and Medieval Thought. (At least I know what semiotics means now and also a little more into
how Eco's mind worked, if that is possible?)A Brief Chronology of the Middle Ages. (All too brief
but far more detailed accounts are readily available elsewhere.)An Annotated Guide to the
Historical and Literary References. (Comprehensive and just the right amount to give one some
idea of 'who was who' or 'what was what'!)Notes on the Text. Including all translations of Non-
English passages. (Perfect in all things, a dream come true.)For Those who have Finished The
Name of the Rose. (My main impression was that it was a general synopsis of the entire story
but I wasn't sure?)There then followed a useful bibliography for those who wanted to take it all
further.This is the only book of its kind available in English and is written by American academics



presumably for an American audience. Fortunately, this does not detract and there is little that a
British reader would struggle with linguistically in what is English as spoken in England!I rarely
love a book so much that I give it 5 stars but this one easily earned them with its clarity, ease of
reading, and the plethora of information that it showered upon the interested reader.I intend to
read 'The Name of the Rose' again before too long and I shall look forward to that time all the
more with the 'Key' to it all by my side.Not for the faint hearted but I couldn't imagine anybody
who has enjoyed 'The Name of the Rose' not being delighted with this useful book.”

Preacherdoc, “Tantum ergo sacramentum. The depth of Name of the Rose is astounding (sorry,
da Vinci Code, but it has you beaten by a mile!). This book very much helps to guide the reader
through the labyrinth of mediaeval background against which the book is set.There is no point
reading this book by itself. You need to read the original novel and refer to this book as you go
along. This book is definitely only for diehard lovers of the novel, though.It contains translations
of all the non-English material in the novel, as well as vignettes of saints, sinners, heretics,
inquisitors and other celebs of the time. Maps of labyrinths and discussions of plot and character
are included. Any question you might reasonably ask is addressed.In fairness to Eco, his book
stands alone very well, and a lot of the background material is genuinely incidental to the plot.
However, I've read the novel maybe five or six times, and this latest time (with the Key) was the
time I felt I got the most out of it. Eco is so erudite, you feel you can go as deep as you like, and
you never reach the bottom.I thought the title, for example, refers to the un-named girl Adso has
the liaison with. The Key suggests perhaps five or six other possible interpretations!Eco has
never spoken openly about about the novel (how delightfully maddening!) and therefore there is
no canonical interpretation. The closest you will get is this book.Stat rosa pristina nomine,
nomine nuda tenemus.GasDoc.”

M. B., “This is NOT the novel. It IS vital for understanding the subtle nuances that are in it..
Without this, I wouldn't have understood at least 15% of the book. Even now I don't understand
all of the references, but this is great.”

Cw Evans-gunther, “Very useful. A very useful book indeed and helps the reader of Name of the
Rose no end.”

The book by Kenneth Kee has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 95 people have provided feedback.
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